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Executive Summary

Large printers and graphic service centers have considerable
archives that they need to access quickly and efficiently.
FlashNet™ and FlashWeb™ provide an attractive solution to
this challenge. Taking a before-and-after look at the archiving
process of three large companies who switched to FlashNet,
this ROI found that each was able to fulfill client requests in far
less time, eliminate or repurpose staff, and distribute the re-
archiving load so it could be handled more efficiently. In all
three cases, the company's investment in FlashNet/FlashWeb
easily paid for itself within the first year.
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Focusing on the Financial Benefits of
FlashNet and FlashWeb for Archiving

As many pre-press managers know all too well, restoring
images, illustrations, ads and jobs from archive can be a time-
consuming (and costly) process. For starters, there’s the time
spent trying to determine whether an archived file exists and
where it is... the time to communicate the details of the client's
request to the archiving person in charge of fulfilling those
requests… the time to restore the file to the server… and the
time to redo the request if the wrong file is pulled.

For these reasons, many large printers and graphic service
centers have turned to the FlashNet/FlashWeb solution for their
archiving needs. In this ROI, we’re going to look at three of
these companies. For each, we’ll do a straight-forward cost
analysis to see what kind of financial impact FlashNet had on
their business.

But first, let’s take a brief look at why FlashNet/FlashWeb is an
attractive alternative to other archiving methods.

The FlashNet/FlashWeb advantage
Together, FlashNet and FlashWeb provide a highly efficient
solution to the problem of storing and accessing files.

FlashNet is archiving software that moves data from online to
nearline. FlashWeb is software that lets individuals – including
customer service reps (CSRs), archiving personnel and even
clients – search for and restore assets (or request the restore of
assets) over the Web through WebNative™. FlashWeb saves
thumbnails/metadata forever, so users can search for nearline
and offline assets as if they were still live. Best of all, users can
search visually, minimizing the trial-and-error of finding the
right files.

As a result, CSRs can handle client requests for archive
restores in a fraction of the time, enabling them to provide a
much higher level of service. And employees who once
focused on archiving are now freed up to do other Mac work,
resulting in more billable hours for the company. In many
cases, businesses have been able to eliminate full positions
entirely.
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COST ANALYSIS 1: Commercial printer switches from DVD
burning to FlashNet and reaches break-even point in 9
months.

Based in upstate New York, Flower City Printing is a leading
commercial printer that produces point-of-sale, point-of-
purchase, packaging/folding cartons and many other items for
nationally recognized companies.

Prior to FlashNet, the company was archiving all their files to
DVDs, and backing up each one with a second DVD. As you'll
see, this method was inefficient for both archiving assets and
retrieving them.

Streamlining the archiving process

For Flower City, the archiving process would take
approximately 45 minutes to an hour per DVD, and involved
numerous steps:

1. Collecting assets to be burned to a DVD.
2. Dividing assets, when necessary, to fit on multiple DVDs.
3. Copying files and burning them to DVD.
4. Monitoring the burning process periodically to make sure it

didn’t stop.
5. Verifying completion of the DVD.
6. Redoing if a failure occurred.*
7. Making a backup copy of data on to a second DVD (repeating

steps 3-5).
8. Printing a list of the DVD's contents.
9. Transcribing the contents to a database for future reference.

* The failure rate for Flower City was approximately 30% (and most failures would
occur on verification, after the whole process had nearly been completed).

With FlashNet, all of the steps described above were
eliminated. When a job is ready for archive now, the desktop
user moves the files to an archive directory. FlashNet
automatically writes that data to tape on a schedule and keeps a
directory listing like a virtual hard drive. Because FlashNet
archives right to tape, it doesn’t tie up desktop time that could
be used for billable work. It takes less than a minute for
someone to click and archive.

Compare that to the time Flower City was spending on DVD
burning. They were burning about 21 DVDs a week (including
original DVDs, backup DVDs and redos after failures). At a
rate of 45 minutes per DVD, one individual had to spend
almost 2 entire days each week burning DVDs. Add to that the
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time demands of re-archiving assets from DVD (see next
section) and it's easy to see why archiving was a full-time
position at the company. FlashNet enabled them to eliminate
this position.

Speeding up retrieval of assets

Before FlashNet, when a request would come in for an
archived job, a CSR would have to find it in a FileMaker® Pro
database and give instructions to the archiving person on staff.
This person would then have to find the DVD that was needed,
find the requested file(s) on the DVD, and then restore it to the
system. Because all requests went through a single person, a
serious bottleneck could develop at times.

Complicating matters was the fact that the FileMaker database
offered no previews. Because there were no thumbnails to look
at, wrong files were often pulled, so work had to be redone
approximately 15% of the time. In addition, the contents of a
job wouldn’t always fit on one DVD, which would make
finding the files even harder.

After switching to FlashNet, Flower City no longer needed an
archiving person at all. By eliminating this position, the
company saved $40,000 in salary and another $14,000 in health
insurance/benefits.

Savings from eliminating archiving position        $54,000

In addition, the CSRs were able to handle client requests in less
time, cutting their time spent on each request by about one-half
(from 10 minutes to 5 minutes). What’s more, redo’s were all
but eliminated, reducing the number of jobs requests handled
by the CSRs by about 15%.

Since anyone can restore files through a Web view with
FlashNet/FlashWeb, there is no longer any need to go through
one person, so there’s no bottleneck. And because there are
thumbnails to look at, there’s no reason to pick a bad file.
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The cost of new technology

To leave their DVD archiving system behind, the printer had to
make certain investments. In addition to a one-drive, 24-slot
LTO-3 tape library (which holds the equivalent of 2,285
DVDs), a library license and FlashNet, the printer also needed
to purchase WebNative, which is required to take advantage of
the FlashWeb functionality. These costs are outlined below.

FlashNet/FlashWeb $10,335
Training/installation $3,500
Tape Library $12,500
Library License $3,110
WebNative $12,500
Total Cost $41,945

FlashNet pays for itself in 9 months

Switching to FlashNet enabled Flower City to go from burning
over 20 DVDs a week to seamlessly archiving to tape. Even
better, they saved a substantial amount of money.

In the table that follows, we see that Flower City's investment
in FlashNet paid for itself in about 9 months. In the second and
third years, when all costs of upgrading (aside from support)
have been absorbed, the company's savings are even more
dramatic. Overall, moving to FlashNet proved to be an
excellent financial decision for Flower City.

3-Year Return on Investment for Flower City

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Labor savings $54,000 $54,000 $54,000 $162,000
FlashNet investment ($41,945) (5,400) ($5,400) ($52,745)
Total ROI $12,055 $48,600 $48,600 $109,255

COST ANALYSIS 2: Catalog operation converts from
Retrospect/Cumulus to FlashNet.

Artisan Colour runs an extensive catalog services operation that
archives a vast number of files for their retail and mail order
clients. Because so much of their business is catalogs, they
repurpose images frequently. Often as much as 75% of a
catalog will consist of previously used images, which means
200 images may need to be retrieved for a single catalog.
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Before FlashNet, a CSR would need to make a list of these 200
images for a data management staffer. This person would have
to find the tapes with the right images, then load each tape
manually, swapping them in and out until all the requested
images were retrieved. To accomplish this, the company used
Cumulus to manage thumbnails and Retrospect for archiving. It
was a 2-part process – search for the images in Cumulus and
find out what tape they were archived on, then retrieve them
with Retrospect.

Now, thanks to FlashNet and a robotic library, it's a one-step
process. Users find and preview the images they're looking for
in WebNative, put them in a Web-based shopping basket, hit
restore – and the robot does the rest. Only one program is
needed.

As a result, the company has been able to greatly decrease their
turnaround time. A job that used to take 3 days now takes 6
hours. And clients have been very happy with how much faster
their jobs are turned around.

Financial Analysis – Part 1 – Retrieval of assets for catalogs

Artisan Colour handles 160 catalogs that require images to be
picked up. On average, these catalogs have about 175 pickups
each. From start to finish, the retrieval process took about 6-8
hours per catalog before FlashNet (we've used 7 hours in the
calculation below). Twenty-five percent of the jobs (or 40 of
the catalogs) were more complex. Their pickups would come
from scattered locations, which could more than double the
retrieval time needed. 
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Time spent before FlashNet

Here is a breakdown of the time spent on the regular jobs and
the more complex ones. For both, labor is split pretty evenly
between the CSRs and the data management people, as follows:

Regular jobs

Employee Time spent
per catalog
(hours)

Number of
catalogs

Time spent
per year

CSRs 3.5 120 420 hours
Data Mgmt. Person 3.5 120 420 hours
Total 840 hours

Complex jobs

Employee Time spent
per catalog
(hours)

Number of
catalogs

Time spent
per year

CSRs 7 40 280 hours
Data Mgmt. Person 7 40 280 hours
Total 560 hours

All told, staffers were putting in a total of about 1,400
hours/year (840 + 560) on repurposing images for catalogs.
After FlashNet, those numbers dropped significantly.

Time spent after FlashNet/FlashWeb

With FlashNet, CSRs are often able to handle catalog pickups
themselves. Whether working alone or in tandem with a data
management person, they are now able to complete jobs in a
fraction of the time. And, because FlashNet provides a more
streamlined way to retrieve assets, "complex jobs" no longer
require much more time than regular jobs. As a result, the
overall time to complete jobs has been greatly reduced.

Regular/Complex jobs

Employee Time spent
per catalog
(hours)

Number of
catalogs

Time spent
per year

CSRs and/or data
mgmt. personnel

2 160 320 hours
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Cost savings – Retrieval of assets for catalogs

Multiplying the time savings above by an hourly employee
salary of $32.50 (including benefits), we can see just how much
the company saved on their catalog retrievals using FlashNet.

Time spent
per year

Hourly
Salary/
Benefits

Labor Cost

Before FlashNet/
FlashWeb

1,400 hours $32.50  $45,500

After FlashNet/
FlashWeb

320 hours $32.50  $10,400

Total Savings 1,080 hours  $35,100

Financial Analysis – Part 2 – Requests for restores

In addition to catalogs, the company would also have to
retrieve files for clients who called up requesting images. For
these requests, the CSRs would put in a job request form –
paperwork to initiate the retrieval process with the data
management department – which would take about 15 minutes.
The data management people would search for the files, find
the tape and put it on the server, which would take another 15
minutes. Before FlashNet, the company’s data management
people were spending over an hour each day on these client
requests.

Time spent before FlashNet/FlashWeb

Employee Time spent
per job
request
(minutes)

No. of
requests
per day

Time
spent
per day
(hours)

Time spent
per year
(hours/day x
250 workdays)

CSRs 15 5 1.25 312.5 hours
Data Mgmt. Dept. 15 5 1.25 312.5 hours
Total 625 hours

Now, with FlashNet, some customers can do the work for
themselves – in 15 minutes. When they do, that’s zero time that
the catalog company has to be involved. And even when the
company's staff have to be involved, they can still turn jobs
around much faster now. For one thing, they no longer have to
do the job request form. Instead of 30 minutes to complete a
client’s request, it only takes 10 minutes now – just one-third of
the time. Quite often, the CSRs can do their own retrievals,
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taking even more of the burden off the data management
people.

Now that labor time has been cut by two-thirds, and the CSRs
can handle much of the load, the data management people
don’t have to devote as much time to retrieving assets for client
requests. As a result, they have over 200 additional hours each
year that they can devote to pre-flighting (312.5 hours/year x
2/3 reduction in labor time = 208 more billable hours/year). At
a billable rate of $150/hour minus $32.50/hour in labor costs
($117.50/hour), the company gains an additional $24,400 in net
revenue each year as a result of switching to FlashNet.

208 hours x $117.50/hour = $24,400 increase in net revenue

Company achieves a return of over $140,000 in 3 years

Using the upgrade costs from our first analysis, minus the
expense of WebNative (which the company already had),
Artisan Colour's costs in the first year were approximately
$29,445 ($41,945 - $12,500).

Subtracting this cost from the savings and revenues the
company gained, we see that they made a substantial return on
their investment. Their FlashNet purchase paid for itself in 6
months and they realized a return of over $140,000 in just 3
years. The combination of labor savings in their catalog
archiving and more billable time from handling client requests
more efficiently has made a major impact on Artisan Colour's
bottom line.

3-Year Return on Investment for Artisan Colour

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Labor savings
on catalogs

$35,100 $35,100 $35,100 $105,300

Revenue from
converting non-
billable hours to
billable hours

$24,400 $24,400 $24,400 $73,200

FlashNet
Investment*

($29,445) (3,525) ($3,525) $36,495

Total ROI $30,055 $55,975 $55,975 $142,005
 * Software, hardware, training and support.

COST ANALYSIS 3: Leading New York City graphics center
achieves significant savings with FlashNet.
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291 Digital is a large Manhattan-based graphic services center
that acts as a high-end service bureau for Madison Avenue,
producing virtually anything an advertising agency can think
up, from the biggest billboards to window displays. They
archive massive amounts of data – 250 terabytes at last count –
and manage those archives nearline with FlashNet.

The company handles 125 unique orders a day, of which 10%
(or 12.5/day) require the retrieval of previous jobs. Because
their archiving system provided no thumbnails for guidance,
requests had to be redone about 20% of the time due to
mistakes. Including these redos, the customer service reps and
archiving people were handling about 15 total requests a day.

12.5 requests + 2.5 (20% re-work) = 15 total requests

Finding, identifying and retrieving a file used to take 45
minutes to an hour. That would break down to about 25
minutes for a CSR to find the file, and 20 minutes for an
archiving person to reload the archive. CSRs would have to go
through a job ticketing system, laboriously entering instructions
for the client’s job to give to the archiving person. Often, based
on input from the client, 5 or 6 possible job numbers would be
found. They would then have to determine which was the right
one.

Time spent before FlashNet/FlashWeb

Employee Time spent
per job
request
(minutes)

No. of
requests
per day

Time spent
per day
(hours)

Time spent
per year
(hours/day x
250 workdays)

CSRs 25 15 6.25 1,563 hours
Archiving Dept. 20 15 5 1,250 hours
Total 45 15 11.25 2,813 hours
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Time spent after FlashNet/FlashWeb

After FlashNet, the time to complete a request dropped
dramatically, to about 5 minutes for the CSRs and 5 minutes
for a Mac operator.

Employee Time spent
per job
request
(minutes)

No. of
requests
per day

Time
spent
per day
(hours)

Time spent
per year
(hours/day x
250 workdays)

CSRs 5 12.5 1 250 hours
Mac operator 5 12.5 1 250 hours
Total 10 12.5 2 500 hours

291 Digital no longer needs dedicated archiving people.
Because the new system is browser-based, Mac operators and
some of the more knowledgeable CSRs can access and restore
files from tape. Empowering users to find what they need has
proven far more efficient than having them try to describe it to
an administrator who’s got other things to do.

In addition, re-dos are now a thing of the past. Since all
customer service reps have access to WebNative, they can just
call up or print the WebNative screen with the thumbnails and
file information and forward it along. No more time-consuming
forms to fill out.

Labor savings with FlashNet

As you'll see from the tables below, 291 Digital saved over
$60,000 in staff time by converting to FlashNet. In addition,
they were able to shift more employee time from archiving to
Mac work.

Employee Hours/year Salary/Benefits Total

Before
FlashNet

2,813 $26/hr  $73,138

After
FlashNet

500 $26/hr  $13,000

Total $60,138
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FlashNet provides a significant return on investment

Subtracting upgrade costs, this service provider realized a 6-
month payback and a 3-year ROI of over $140,000 from their
conversion to FlashNet.

3-Year Return on Investment for 291 Digital

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Labor savings $60,138 $60,138 $60,138 $180,414
FlashNet investment* ($29,445) (3,525) ($3,525) ($36,495)
Total ROI $30,693 $56,613 $56,613 $143,919
* Software, hardware, training and support. Company already had a tape library.

Conclusion

For each of the three companies in this analysis,
FlashNet/FlashWeb provided a quick return on investment,
paying for itself in just 6-9 months. Over a three-year span,
FlashNet contributed well over $100,000 to the bottom line of
each company. Just as compelling, FlashNet greatly simplified
internal processes, reducing the time and labor required for
archiving and retrieval, making it easier for CSRs and others to
complete tasks, and freeing employees up to handle more
billable jobs.

FlashNet and FlashWeb are trademarks of Software Generation Limited. WebNative is a trademark of
Xinet, Inc. FileMaker is a registered trademark of FileMaker, Inc.


